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shipping options and costs. We work directly with some of the largest brands and retailers in
the world to bring you the name brands that are famous for their quality and style. Both of us
having a business and retail background, we had a vision of building our own successful brand
where we could use our entrepreneurial skills we had always dreamed of. Our passion is to
serve and help others, so starting this business enabled us to offer great opportunities for
people in our community along with offering our customers a place to shop with great value and
customer service. Now, after three moves to accommodate our growth, we call a , sq. We want
you to enjoy your experience and come back to shop often. Be sure to reach out via telephone
or email. We love to talk to our customers! Skip to main content. Save this seller Sign up for
Store newsletter. BHFO is one of the largest and most trusted outlets of designer clothing,
shoes, and accessories online. Our business started on Ebay where we reached the
achievement of almost three-million positive feedback. Like many small businesses, we started
in our basement in Cedar Rapids, Iowa in If you purchase from BHFO, here is what you can
expect: - We guarantee all items are authentic or your money back. We appreciate the
opportunity to serve you! Sincerely, Jon and Stacie Sefton - Founders. Seller, manage Store.
Tools: My eBay. Learn more about feeds. Many of the inflatable hot tubs are constructed as a
one piece pvc design without any outer covering. This type of construction will offer no
protection against accidental damage or insulation against the elements. Our hot tub has a
reinforced heavy duty vinyl outer cover to ensure the pvc inner is fully protected from any
accidental damage whilst protecting it from the elements. The addition of the outer cover also
benefits the insulation of the hot tub and cosmetically gives it a fantastic high end quality look
and finish. Always look at the depth of the spa. If it's below 26" the water level will be at least 6"
below.. Our spa range go up to 29" deep which will allow you to sit down and have your
shoulders under the waterline to take full advantage of the spa jets. Always check out the
blower and heater. A good quality blower and heater are essential if you want that hot tub
experience. If its underpowered there will be less bubbles and take longer to heat. Our
mothership is a completely sealed quiet operation unit. The high output W heater combined with
a circulation pump and Watt turbo blower, producing greater pressure for the air jets whilst
maintaining the heat within you hot tub. Check out the number of jets. More jets does not equal
more bubbles or more power. Too many jets will have an adverse effect meaning far less
pressure. Some inflatable models have a cleaning filter attached internally to the hot tub. This
impedes into the seating area giving less room to sit and subsequently is unhygienic when
removing for cleaning as this will need to be accessed directly through the waterline. Our filter
is separately housed within the mothership control unit giving external access for trouble free
maintenance. DO NOT buy any inflatable spa without a good quality lockable cover. Safety is
paramount and access into your hot tub should only be with the consent of a responsible adult.
Without a cover you will leave your hot tub open to the elements. Don't throw your money away
by heating the air! Our supplied cover has ultra secure lockable straps, so you decide who has
access into your hot tub. Our 6" thick cover with 6" deep skirt will keep your hot tub protected
and insulated. There are other models that have a cover that sits internally resting on the
waterline. This just gives a constantly wet cover and allows dirt and debris picked up when the
cover is off the spa to be transferred back into the water when you put it back on! If the cover
sits on top of the hot tub without a skirt bridging the gap between the hot tub you will have
excessive heat loss. Take a look at our cover.. Our 6? Buy from someone who sells everything
on the planet and chances are you will have no back up for spares or dedicated after sales
service on your product. Grand Rapids V2. Seating capacity:. Spa dimension lid included. Spa
dimension without lid. OUTER: 70" x Packaged Dimensions:. Water capacity:. Spa internal
material:. Spa external material:. Circulating pump continuous duty. Massage Jet Pump:.
Filtration: Filter Pump:. Pressure filter with replaceable filter media : 30W. Control panel:. Digital

control system - 3 Speed jet function. Cover Lifter:. As with all hot tubs it is important to check
and ensure the chemical level in the water is correct and the filtration is doings its job. Simple
regular checks can be made on the water using Test Strips which will show any adjustment
required in the PH or Chlorine level of the water and just by adding a small amount of the
correct chemical will keep your water nice and clean. All hot tubs will require a filter to capture
unwanted debris and are essential in maintaining the water flow by keeping the pump working
to its correct capacity. The filter should be taken out and cleaned on a regular basis and
therefore it is recommended to have a spare filter to hand so your spa is constantly protected.
Unlike hard shell spas the inflatable hot tubs do not have moulded seating so always a nice
touch is to take a look at some water inflated cushion seating for extra comfort or jut as a
booster for the kids. We're committed to selling high-quality products we hope you'll enjoy
using, but we also know that, for one reason or another, there may be a time when you need to
exchange or return something you've bought. Returned items must be in their original and
unused condition, complete with all parts, accessories, original packaging and the original
invoice. A full refund of the product cost only order will be processed. The Buyer is responsible
for return shipping costs and insurance. Faulty products You must notify us that you are
returning your order as soon as it develops a fault and you will be responsible for the return.
Should an item become faulty after 30 days of purchase but within the stated warranty period,
we will, at our discretion, offer a repair, a replacement or a cost of item refund after receipt of
the returned item and verification of the fault. If the item is not found to have a manufacturing
fault, or the fault is due to customer misuse, or it has been used beyond normal usage, then no
refund or exchange will be issued, and the buyer will be responsible for any fees for return
shipping. All replacements are subject to stock availability at the time of processing. S tandard
warranty on this product is 6 months on Spa liner - 12 Months on Control Unit. Canadian Spa - a
lovely great moose of a product! We were hesitant about an inflatable spa, so went for one that
seemed to be more robust that usual. The Canada Spa Grand Rapids did not disappoint. It is
tough and instills confidence in its longevity, but good looking and easy to install. It has the big
advantage of being deeper than other tubs, so covers your shoulders, if you don't use a booster
seat. There is no need for one as the base is well padded and the seats tend to bob up to
surface anyway. This model is only really big enough for 2 but is very comfortable for that
number. The jets are great, very vigorous. The aromatherapy add on one came free in the offer
is very nice to have. You need to buy the start up chemicals kit - easy to use videos online show
you what to do if you have trouble following the straightforward pack instructions and we got it
set up and ready to use the next day. It has added to the quality of life greatly. Delivery was
prompt and efficient too, from within the UK. Easy to set up, great value, suitable for 2 adults,
but not in my opinion large enough for 4 adults, unless they sit cross legged! There is a person
version. Lovely for relaxation and stress release in lockdown! All of the above good value only
one negative is I think you would struggle to get 4 adults in let alone 5. For an infaltable it feels
sturdy. Good qualty for the price. The folk who sell it know what there doiing so are able to
answer questions on it. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
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basket. Watch this item Unwatch. Watch list is full. Redeem your points Conditions for uk nectar
points - opens in a new window or tab. No additional import charges on delivery. This item will
be sent through the Global Shipping Programme and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. Doesn't post to Ukraine See details. Item location:.
Redhill, Surrey, United Kingdom. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions
- opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. International postage paid to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International postage and import charges paid to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international postage and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international postage is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
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item - opens in a new window or tab. Description Postage and payments. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened

and undamaged item in original retail packaging where packaging is applicable. If the item
comes direct from a manufacturer, it may be delivered in non-retail packaging, such as a plain
or unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition
definitions â€” opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Search within
shop. Items On Sale. Portable Spa. Cover Lifters. Acrylic Spa. The Grand Rapids II is a fantastic
inflatable portable spa that? We have 40 years experience in the Hot Tub industry. We offer
dedicated back up and spares on all our products. Your warranty is held with us for peace of
mind. Business seller information. Complete information. Returns policy. Take a look at our
Returning an item help page for more details. You're covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Most purchases from
business sellers are protected by the Consumer Contract Regulations which give you the right
to cancel the purchase within 14 days after the day you receive the item. Find out more about
your rights as a buyer - opens in a new window or tab and exceptions - opens in a new window
or tab. Postage and packaging. The seller hasn't specified a postage method to Ukraine.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Postage
cost can't be calculated. Please enter a valid postcode. There are 5 items available. Please enter
a number less than or equal to 5. Select a valid country. Please enter up to 7 characters for the
postcode. This item doesn't post to Ukraine. Domestic dispatch time. The final charge may be
different depending on the delivery address. Learn more. Payment details. Payment methods.
Accepted, Eligibility for PayPal Credit is determined at checkout. We may receive commission if
your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit
approval. Immediate payment required for this item. Tel: Positive Feedback. Quality product,
very helpful folks, so much better than buying from home base. Amazing quality at a good
price- Trusted seller highly recommended. Ratings and reviews Write a review. Most relevant
reviews See all 15 reviews. X Previous image. Grand Rapids person Easy to set up, great value,
suitable for 2 adults, but not in my opinion large enough for 4 adults, unless they sit cross
legged! Solid and good quality For an infaltable it feels sturdy. Why is this review
inappropriate? It's spam or has links There are copyright or trademark issues It's offensive or
has swear words It includes Feedback about the seller Something else Cancel. Back to home
page Return to top. New ,. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Watch this item. Free postage Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened and
undamaged item in original retail packaging where packaging is applicable. Postcode: Please
enter a valid postcode. Representative example. Purchase rate p. Representative APR variable
Why use eBay consignment center? Our consignment sellers are industry experts who are
selected by eBay staff. You will benefit from their industry knowledge and selling experience.
How much is my item worth? Your consignment seller can estimate your item's value and you
can also check What's It Worth on eBay. What items can I consign? Choose from one of the
categories listed above ranging from Comics to Sports Cards to Coins and more. How are the
consignment sellers selected? Consignment sellers are not eBay employees, but rather
independent trusted partners with valuable industry expertise who are hand-picked by eBay
staff. What's the cost for me? It all depends on your negotiation with the consignment seller.
Consignment fees may vary by item type, category, consignment seller and whether the
consignment seller consigns or buys your item outright. When will I get paid? You will have to
discuss payment terms with the consignment seller. In general, you will be paid after the item
sells on eBay, but there may be times when you will get paid up front. What if I don't see my
category listed here? Send us a comment at consignment ebay. Skip to main content. No
problem. Ben Soldaat This email address is being protected from spambots. You need
JavaScript enabled to view it. Grand Rapids Coins formerly Mullen Coins is in business to help
you realize a fair value when you buy and sell your coins and currency. Many of our customers
first ask us to evaluate their collections. There is no charge for an evaluation. We also buy gold
and silver jewelry, other sterling, and antique collectibles. We also sell rare coins, bullion and
currency locally, and will help with your wish list searches. SW, Grandville, MI We are here to
serve you. Click to Call! Home Services. Evaluations Speaking Events. Antiques Bulk. What We
Do Grand Rapids Coins formerly Mullen Coins is in business to help you realize a fair value
when you buy and sell your coins and currency. Subscribe to Inventory Updates. Featured
Products. Did you know that Grand Rapids Coins charges no sales tax on purchases of coins
bought in Michigan? There is no sales tax at all on coins Read More. Grand Rapids Coins
recommends to our clients that they not clean their coins. Cleaning coins decreases their value.
Generally speaking, every time a coin is improperly handled or us
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ed, its value goes down. Coin collectors prefer to have coins in as close to mint condition as
possible. However, there In a previous blog we talked about the great American Money
Experiment. In its infancy our country broke with the British currency system. In the fledgling
United States Congress passed the Coinage Act which authorized the building of the United
States Mint and created a brand new currency: the How Does a Coin Evaluation Work? When
someone requests an evaluation of his or her rare coins, it is usually for a specific reason â€”
an insurance appraisal, a division of assets, or to learn the value for the purchase or sale of a
collection. The Franklin half dollar is a popular series to collect. These coins were minted
between and and remain in demand today for many reasons, not the least of which is their
relative affordability and the ease with which they can be obtained. This is a great coin set
project for beginning coll AA Google Business Reviews. About Us Contact Us.

